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ABSTRACT
Open source projects based in ecosystems like GitHub seamlessly allow distributed software development. Contributors to some GitHub projects may originate from many different timezones; in others they may all reside in just one timezone. How might this timezone dispersion (or concentration) affect the diurnal distribution of work activity in these projects? In commercial projects, there has been a desire to use top-down management and work allocation to exploit timezone dispersion of project teams, to engender a more round-the-clock work cycle. We focus on GitHub, and explore the relationship between timezone dispersion and work activity dispersion. We find that while time-of-day work activity dispersion is indeed associated strongly with timezone dispersion, it is equally (if not more strongly) affected by project team size.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Coding platforms like GitHub facilitate distributed development. With cloud-based version control, branching, merging, and even build and test capability, it is possible for widely dispersed team members to actively contribute to software projects. Geographic dispersion has traditionally been feared to be an impediment to productivity and quality; but thanks to such platforms as GitHub and the widespread use of video conferencing facilities, Colazo argues [3] that geographic dispersion should be superseded by the concept of virtual proximity, where the geographic separation has been largely overcome by modern communication technologies.

Others have noted that geographical dispersion associates with temporal dispersion [3], which can cause coordination and communication overhead, with adverse impacts on interval [9] and software quality [2]. However, when teams are dispersed over many timezones, they can “follow the sun”, so that developers take advantage of time differences to sustain work around the clock, while also being able to enjoy normal wake-sleep cycles. “Follow the sun” is considered a significant advantage [4] in commercial projects; this might for example allow for better time-to-market, and perhaps more rapid response to bug reports, customer requests, etc.

We focus on GitHub open-source software (OSS), rather than on purely commercial projects. While GitHub allows OSS projects to be geographically and temporally dispersed, OSS projects are also usually more free-wheeling than commercial projects, with reduced intensities of top-down management and control. Given this, how does timezone dispersion of developers affect time-of-day (ToD) of contributions? Does a more geographically distributed contributor pool lead to more around-the-clock development?

The quantitative study of temporal phenomena distributed along diurnal cycles must consider the fact that hours are cyclical. Thus +0800 and +1000 timezones are exactly as proximate as +1400 and -1100, although numerically it may not appear so. Thus, the average of +0800 and +1000 is 0900; the average of the latter pair is not Greenwich Mean Timezone, but rather at the International Date line. One has to resort to special types of statistics to calculate distributional moments such as mean, variance, concentration, skew, etc. To our knowledge, we are the first to study GitHub team work cycles using circular statistics. Our contributions are:

- We gather the timezones and contribution times (UTC) from several large GitHub projects (Section 2).
- We introduce the use of circular statistics to study the dispersion of timezones and work times (Section 2).
- We evaluate how timezone dispersion affects work hour dispersion (Section 3).

We discuss the threats to validity in Section 4, related work in Section 5, and conclude in Section 6.

2 METHODS
We collected and statistically analyzed data from a sample of open-source projects on GitHub, as described below.

2.1 Data Gathering
Git commit logs provide both a timestamp (UTC as per GitHub) and a timezone (from the committer’s computer configuration) [8]. We mined data from a sample of 223 large GitHub projects, spread
across 6 popular programming languages: C, Java, Javascript, PHP, Python, and Ruby, selected as follows. We started with a list of non-fork and non-mirror projects with at least 5,000 commits each, as recorded in GHTorrent [10], from which we arbitrarily sampled. We then used Perceval\(^1\) to extract commit timestamps and timezone data. We extracted the ToD and the timezone from the commit logs. Timezones are specified as a time difference from GMT, in integer hours; for the sake of simplicity, we round non-integer time zones, such as GMT+5:30, used in India, to their floor integer [8]. We built project ToD profiles, reflecting the distribution of commits at different UTC times-of-day, across the 24 hours. We also built project timezone profiles, similarly, using the distribution of commits across 27 timezones\(^2\) (-1200 to +1400).

We also observed that timezone metadata is lost in git logs for projects that started in SVN and later migrated to git\(^3\) (and GrHUb\(^4\)). We conservatively removed these projects from further consideration. We further performed identity matching (dealiassing) to link different aliases used by a contributor using heuristics from prior work [7], such that we could accurately estimate the total number of contributors to each project. Finally, we performed outlier detection and further excluded 13 projects identified as outliers on #Commits, #Contributors, or ToD and Timezone dispersion (details on measures below). The final sample (223 projects; Table 1) reflects all these filters.

### 2.2 Time of Day and Timezone Profiles

We emphasize that both time-related attributes we consider (timezone and commit time-of-day, ToD) have circular distributions (e.g., ToD is on a 24-hour clock). This becomes clear when looking at the circular histogram in Fig. 1; we show the distribution of commit ToD from which the commits originated, in two projects (conventional work hours, 9am-5pm UTC, are shown in dark blue). Circular random variables follow modular arithmetic, so the calculation of moments such as means, variances etc., is done differently, essentially by integrating around a polar (angular) density function.

Our primary interest here is the dispersion of the timezone origin of contributions, and the corresponding effect (if any) on the ToD dispersion of work (commits). To measure the timezone dispersion, we use the second circular moment, also known as circular variance, of the timezone data (#Commits per timezone, over 27 timezones, -1200 to +1400). Variance is a well known measure of dispersion of a distribution. Circular variance works as expected for hours: thus a project where all contributions come equally from +0800 and +0900 timezones will have the same circular variance as those that come equally from +1400 and -1200 time zones, which would naturally be smaller than the circular variance of a project whose contributions across different UTC times-of-day, across the 24 hours. We also built project timezone profiles, similarly, using the distribution of commits across 27 timezones\(^2\) (-1200 to +1400).

We note an inconsistency relative to GHTorrent, which reports more than 5,000 commits for all our projects; this could be due to changes to the repositories on GrHUb subsequent to the GHTorrent mirroring.

---

\(^1\)https://github.com/grimoirelab/perceval

\(^2\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_zone

\(^3\)These projects tend to maintain a git+svn-id for their pre-git commits in the git logs, which can be used to detect migration.

---

**Table 1: Summary statistics (223 projects/rows).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ToD variance</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timezone variance</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commits</td>
<td>18,452.04</td>
<td>14,762.31</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>13,443</td>
<td>98,891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributors</td>
<td>333.31</td>
<td>553.82</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>4,241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 1:** Commits by UTC time of day. Both projects are comparably spread across timezones (timezone variance equals 0.235 and 0.255, respectively; range in our dataset is 0.067 to 0.835), yet have very different commit time of day distributions. UTC business hours 9am-5pm highlighted.

---

We modeled the variability in timezone dispersion per project, as dependent on UTC ToD dispersion and number of contributors, while controlling for project size (measured as total number of commits; larger projects are likely to behave differently) and programming language (we use GrHUb’s repository label; different communities, proxied by the language, may have different culture / contributors with different demographics and work styles). Collinearity among predictors was assessed using the variance inflation factor (VIF) and found not to be significant (all below 2).

Then we fitted a linear mixed-effects model with a random-effects term for language. This allows us to capture language-to-language variability in the response to control for potential cultural differences, rather than assessing the effect of specific languages. All other variables were modeled as fixed effects. We used multiple linear mixed-effects models (lmer and lmer.test in R). Modeling assumptions hold: the QQ-plot did not show significant deviation from a normal distribution; residuals between the observed and model fitted values appeared randomly distributed across the range.
We show the distribution of the timezone and commit ToD circular variance in Fig. 2. On the left, we see that timezone variance is circular dispersion? desired [4] “follow the sun” round-the-clock model. Indeed, the median of contributors (right) show a positive correlation to ToD circular variance.

The model suggests that all variables: timezone variance, commit count, and contributor count, have significant effects on the ToD variance. The model has good explanatory power: overall variance explained is 0.48, which is moderately high. The sum of squares column on the right is a measure of the variance explained by each variable. Clearly, timezone variance explains about half the variability (sum sq. = 0.98) in the ToD variance; the other (roughly) half, 0.94, comes from the contributors. Commits and language explain a much smaller portion of the variation in the ToD variance. This can also be visually appreciated in the two bivariate plots in Fig. 3, the plot on the right shows a strong, positive relation between log(contributors) and ToD variance, with the points fairly evenly spread around a diagonal line; the plot on the left shows the weaker (but still perceptible) relationship between timezone and ToD variance. Indeed, if one reverses the order of covariates in the regression, we find that timezone explain even less of the variance in hours. The rather weak negative association of commit count with work hour ToD dispersion (weak explanatory power, barely 5% of that of timezones or contributor count) is rather puzzling, and appears inconsistent with earlier studies (recent work [13] finds that “100% of studies reported a positive relationship” between temporal dispersion and productivity). This might be an artifact due to some larger projects with more commits, which may have had most of the commits early in their history originating from Europe or North America.

Our multiple regression analysis in Table 2 is intended to gauge the relative influence of these factors on commit ToD dispersion. The model suggests that all variables: timezone variance, commit count, and contributor count, have significant effects on the ToD variance. The model has good explanatory power: overall variance explained is 0.48, which is moderately high. The sum of squares column on the right is a measure of the variance explained by each variable. Clearly, timezone variance explains about half the variability (sum sq. = 0.98) in the ToD variance; the other (roughly) half, 0.94, comes from the contributors. Commits and language explain a much smaller portion of the variation in the ToD variance. This can also be visually appreciated in the two bivariate plots in Fig. 3, the plot on the right shows a strong, positive relation between log(contributors) and ToD variance, with the points fairly evenly spread around a diagonal line; the plot on the left shows the weaker (but still perceptible) relationship between timezone and ToD variance. Indeed, if one reverses the order of covariates in the regression, we find that timezone explain even less of the variance in hours. The rather weak negative association of commit count with work hour ToD dispersion (weak explanatory power, barely 5% of that of timezones or contributor count) is rather puzzling, and appears inconsistent with earlier studies (recent work [13] finds that “100% of studies reported a positive relationship” between temporal dispersion and productivity). This might be an artifact due to some larger projects with more commits, which may have had most of the commits early in their history originating from Europe or North America.

We show the distribution of the timezone and commit ToD circular variance in Fig. 2. On the left, we see that timezone variance is circular dispersion? desired [4] “follow the sun” round-the-clock model. Indeed, the median of contributors (right) show a positive correlation to ToD circular variance.

The model suggests that all variables: timezone variance, commit count, and contributor count, have significant effects on the ToD variance. The model has good explanatory power: overall variance explained is 0.48, which is moderately high. The sum of squares column on the right is a measure of the variance explained by each variable. Clearly, timezone variance explains about half the variability (sum sq. = 0.98) in the ToD variance; the other (roughly) half, 0.94, comes from the contributors. Commits and language explain a much smaller portion of the variation in the ToD variance. This can also be visually appreciated in the two bivariate plots in Fig. 3, the plot on the right shows a strong, positive relation between log(contributors) and ToD variance, with the points fairly evenly spread around a diagonal line; the plot on the left shows the weaker (but still perceptible) relationship between timezone and ToD variance. Indeed, if one reverses the order of covariates in the regression, we find that timezone explain even less of the variance in hours. The rather weak negative association of commit count with work hour ToD dispersion (weak explanatory power, barely 5% of that of timezones or contributor count) is rather puzzling, and appears inconsistent with earlier studies (recent work [13] finds that “100% of studies reported a positive relationship” between temporal dispersion and productivity). This might be an artifact due to some larger projects with more commits, which may have had most of the commits early in their history originating from Europe or North America.

Our multiple regression analysis in Table 2 is intended to gauge the relative influence of these factors on commit ToD dispersion. The model suggests that all variables: timezone variance, commit count, and contributor count, have significant effects on the ToD variance. The model has good explanatory power: overall variance explained is 0.48, which is moderately high. The sum of squares column on the right is a measure of the variance explained by each variable. Clearly, timezone variance explains about half the variability (sum sq. = 0.98) in the ToD variance; the other (roughly) half, 0.94, comes from the contributors. Commits and language explain a much smaller portion of the variation in the ToD variance. This can also be visually appreciated in the two bivariate plots in Fig. 3, the plot on the right shows a strong, positive relation between log(contributors) and ToD variance, with the points fairly evenly spread around a diagonal line; the plot on the left shows the weaker (but still perceptible) relationship between timezone and ToD variance. Indeed, if one reverses the order of covariates in the regression, we find that timezone explain even less of the variance in hours. The rather weak negative association of commit count with work hour ToD dispersion (weak explanatory power, barely 5% of that of timezones or contributor count) is rather puzzling, and appears inconsistent with earlier studies (recent work [13] finds that “100% of studies reported a positive relationship” between temporal dispersion and productivity). This might be an artifact due to some larger projects with more commits, which may have had most of the commits early in their history originating from Europe or North America.

We show the distribution of the timezone and commit ToD circular variance in Fig. 2. On the left, we see that timezone variance is actually not as high. The mode is quite close to zero, suggesting that many projects have very low timezone variance; i.e., their commits mostly originate in a single timezone. Indeed, the median of timezone variance (from Table 1) is just 0.19 radians². On the other hand, the ToD commit variance is almost 3X as high, at 0.53. There are two possible sources for the ToD variance: individual behaviour differences of people within the project (even when working within the same timezone), and natural circadian differences arising from different timezones of origin; additional variance could also arise from greater activity: more activity may influence ToD commit behaviour. Which project aspect is associated more with the often-mentioned [4] “follow the sun” round-the-clock model, i.e., greater ToD circular dispersion?
timezone offsets, considered all 27 timezones from -1200 to +1400 as equidistant, and did not account for daylight savings zone changes.

Internal Validity is the extent to which the conclusions can be drawn from the conducted measurements. To ensure our results are robust, we systematically dealt with outliers in our data, employed a well-established statistical modeling technique (multiple linear regression), included controls for confounds, and checked if we comply with modeling assumptions. Still, even if robust, our results in no way imply causality, but rather represent a strong statistical correlation between the measured attributes. This could be strengthened through a deep qualitative dive into the specifics of teams in our sample, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

External Validity pertains to generalizability of our findings. The projects we extracted were based on data only from GitHub, which limits the generalizability. To reduce this threat, we ensured diversity in our data by including projects written in six languages, and having different sizes, and different geographic and temporal dispersion profiles.

5 RELATED WORK
The increasing prevalence and significance of distributed software development has motivated numerous studies on the effects of temporal and spatial dispersion.

Temporal dispersion has been viewed as an impediment to coordination and communication [2]. Some papers report negative effects on productivity [9]. However, the “Follow The Sun” idea has been pursued as a way to reduce intervals. Colazo and Fang [4] report that timezone dispersion of teams can both reduce intervals and improve quality, but this relationship is moderated by software complexity. Espinosa et al. [5] report that effects of temporal dispersion on performance are mediated by team interaction effects and timezone overlap. Sivonen et al. [17] argue that the experience of temporal boundaries is not symmetrical to global collaborators and small time differences can sometimes be more challenging than large time differences in global virtual work. This can however be addressed with moderate timeshifting by team members [14].

Geographic dispersion is evidently different from timezone dispersion, and can have different effects. Takhityeyev and Hilts [18] found that most GitHub developers seem to be highly clustered around North America and Western and Northern Europe. Gharehyazie and Filkov [6] studied collaboration and its effect on productivity among groups of developers in 26 Apache OSS teams, and tracked the differences in developer behavior when part of a team is remote. Tang et al. [19] identified various strategies used to find windows of time to interact synchronously. Schilling et al. [16] hypothesize that spatial, temporal, and cultural distances are key factors for team integration and project retention, and provide metrics to measure these factors. Bird and Nagappan [1] determined the effect of organizational and geographic distribution on pre- and post-release defects. Work patterns also depend on factors such as work context and concentration levels [11], or renumeration [15].

6 CONCLUSION
GitHub and other platforms are allowing OSS projects to recruit collaborators from around the world, operating from widely dispersed timezones. Timezone dispersion in commercial projects has been considered an advantage, as it can lead to a “follow the sun” work practice, allowing round-the-clock work activities. Does this also hold for OSS projects on GitHub, with the advanced support for distributed development that GitHub provides? We studied 223 projects, with between 10 and 4,241 contributors, and examined the timezone and ToD dispersion of their commits. In most projects, we found fairly modest variance in the timezones from which people originate commits, but much greater variance in the time-of-day at which developers originate commits.

Secondly, we studied the factors that might influence the commit ToD variance. As expected, we found that both the number of committers and the timezone dispersion have positive, strong association with the ToD dispersion. The surprising finding here is that the effects are equally strong. One might have expected that timezone would have the strongest effect. This suggests that variation between people and their working habits have as strong an influence as geographical (timezone) dispersion, on whether the project “follows the sun”. Further studies, including a qualitative deep dive into the specific behaviours of projects and individuals, are required to understand the causal factors.
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